Following the article by Schröder [2007] , we point out the key roles played by several Russian scientists in the planning and implementation of observations of aurorae during the International Geophysical Year (IGY).
The leader of the program and the organizer of the visual observational network in the USSR was Nikolay V. Pushkov (1903 Pushkov ( -1981 The August 1958 CSAGI assembly in Moscow recommended compiling auroral indices and visoplots (tabular plots that take into account the three coordinates involved in auroral observations: time, longitude, and latitude) in eight longitudinal sectors, including three sectors on geomagnetic longitudes of 100°-235° at WDC-B2. The total visoplots summary was published in Annales of the IGY (I.G.Y. Auroral visoplots, edited by B. McInnes, vol. 29, Pergamon, 1964) . Sergei I. Isayev (1906 -1976 ) was a pioneer of visual observations of aurorae in the USSR. Isayev took part in observations in 1932-1933 of aurorae and geomagnetic field variations in the auroral zone at geomagnetic latitudes ~65° during the Second International Polar Year at the Matochkin Shar observatory in the Novaya Zemlya archipelago. He also participated in expeditions that observed aurorae in the Kola Peninsula in northern Russia in 1948-1949, and he took an active part in the preparation for publication of the new International Auroral Atlas (Edinburgh, University Press, 1963) . This atlas with photographs of different aurorae was compiled based on their new classification.
Alexander I. Lebedinsky directed photographic aurorae observations in the USSR during the IGY. In 1948-1950, Lebedinsky built and used novel equipment that allowed for automatically photographing the sky every minute with all-sky cameras (C-180, providing 180° coverage of the sky) and patrol spectrographs C-180-S (see Annales of the IGY, 11, 133-144, 1961) . Equipment of this type was widely used during the IGY at dozens of USSR stations in the Arctic and Antarctic. At the CSAGI assembly in Moscow, it was recommended that the IGY annals should include a volume dedicated to all-sky camera data in the form of ascaplots (diagrams that summarize the information recorded on ascafilms, all-sky camera auroral films). This time-consuming work involved watching hundreds of kilometers of film and was carried out jointly by groups at Moscow University and IZMIRAN; results were published in Annales of the IGY (I.G.Y. Ascaplots, edited by W. Stoffregen, vol. 20, parts 1 and 2, Pergamon, 1962) . Ascaplots fulfilled the goal, planned by S. Chapman prior to the beginning of the IGY, of building isoauroral contour maps (i.e., lines of equal frequency of auroral appearance in the zenith). The analysis of observations material included in the ascaplots and ascafilms led to the appearance of a new paradigm-the auroral oval, which is the region with the most frequent appearance of aurorae, located during day hours ~10° nearer to the geomagnetic pole than during night hours. The goals of the fi rst U.S.-China symposium on meteorology are to defi ne the state of knowledge for mesoscale meteorology and data assimilation, and to identify the most important challenges for the next decade. Topics include observations of mesoscale phenomena; theory of mesoscale phenomena; and connections between mesoscale phenomena, regional climate, and largerscale circulation.
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